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The Glass Partition: Obstacles to Cross-Sex 
Friendships at Work 
  

KIM ELSESSER AND LETITIA ANNE PEPLAU 

Cross-sex friendships can be difficult to develop and 
maintain under any circumstances (O’Meara, 1989), 
Issues stemming from male-female differences in 
friendship norms and interests, sexual attraction, 
and concerns that a cross-sex friendship may be 
misperceived as sexual all pose potential challenges 
(Martin, 1997; Swain, 1992). Within the workplace, 
where friendships are particularly important for 
career development (Kram & Isabella, 1985), physi- 
cal proximity and job requirements may facilitate 
ctoss-sex friendship formation. On the contrary, 
other organizational influences such as fear that 
a cross-sex friendship may be misperceived as a 
romantic relationship or fear of sexual harassment 
charges may decrease interactions between cross-sex 
co-workers, limiting the pool of potential friends. 
The present analysis of interviews with profession- 
als investigates the impact of the workplace on the 
development and maintenance of these friendships. 

Workplace friendships are important because 
they can provide benefits which promote career 
success, Lincoln and Miller (1979) defined friend- 
ship networks in organizations as ‘systems for mak- 
ing decisions, mobilizing resources, concealing or 
transmitting information, and performing other 
functions closely allied with work behavior and 
interaction’ (p, 196). Friends in the workplace pro- 
vide information, networking, and support that are 
invaluable for both job performance and satisfaction 
(Kram & Isabella, 1985; Lincoln & Miller, 1979). 

Bridge and Baxter (1992) found that work 
friends provided career support in three forms. 
Friends provided information access, serving ‘as 

a second pair of eyes and ears for one another’ 
Friends also provided work-related assistance, 
helping each other accomplish their job tasks, 
Third, friends gave psychological support to one 
another, ‘providing understanding, empathy and 
comfort’ (Bridge & Baxter, 1992: 216). 

While friendships with peers are important, rela- 
tionships with those more senior in the organization 
can also be valuable to the careers of junior employ- 
ees. Sometimes these mentor relationships are for- 
mally initiated and managed by the organization, 
but more often they are informal relationships simi- 
lar to friendships (Ragins & Cotton, 1999). Mentors 
can provide advice and information, offer protec- 
tion, and promote the mentee’s career by making his 
or her accomplishments more visible (Burke, 1984; 
Kram & Isabella, 1985; Mobley et al., 1994). 

Given the substantial advantages that friend- 
ships in the workplace offer, those not able to form 
friendships are at a career disadvantage. A prefer- 
ence for same-sex friendships restricts an individ- 
ual’s pool of potential friends. This may have the 
most impact for women in male-dominated work 
environments who need to befriend men in order 
to develop both peer friendships and mentor-like 
relationships, Extending the previous research on 
cross-sex friendships to the workplace may there- 
fore illuminate an important barrier to women's 
career advancement, 

Cross-Sex Friendships 

To date, research on barriers to the development of 
cross-sex friendships has typically been conducted 
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for same-sex friends (Martin, 1997; Swain, 1992), In addition, gender differences in norms and expecta- tions of friendships could cause problems for cross- sex friends, For example, men often disapprove of their same and cross-sex friends crying while women approve of this behavior (Felmlee, 1999), Sexual attraction toward a potential friend can spur the initiation of a Ctoss-sex friendship, However, in situations where a romantic or sexual relationship is Inappropriate or where one partner Prefers a non-romantic friendship, sexual under- currents often jeopardize €toss-sex relationships (Kaplan & Keys, 1998; Monsour, 1992; Swain, 1992; Werking, 1997). Finally, friends are concerned that a platonic cross-sex friendship will be miscon- strued by third parties as romantic (Monsour et al,, 1994; O'Meara, 1989; Swain, 1992), 

Workplace Environment 
Since little research has examined cross-sex friend- ship in the Workplace, the effects of organizational influences on these friendships remain unknown, Certain aspects of the work environment may facili- tate cross-sex friendship development while others may hinder the development of new friendships, Many workplaces encourage teamwork (Bey- erlein et al, 1995) which leads to greater Interac- tion between employees. Therefore, the workplace Potentially provides an environment where men and women can work closely together to achieve common goals, Consequently, the workplace offers 0-workers proximity, familiarity, and common interests, all of which have been shown to promote liking and friendship (Berscheid & Reis, 1998), his Suggests that crogs-sex friendships may be “asier to develop within the workplace than out- Side of work, 
Other current Workplace trends may inhibit Ctoss-gex friendship, For example, since work- Place romances are often discouraged, some may Want to avoid any possibility that their co-workers 

The Glass Partition g43 misperceive ag friendship & a rom co-workers who are Participants j romances typically attempt to ke a secret (Anderson & Hunsake friendships and other Work-sanctioned ships, workplace romances can be dj the organization and typically lead to negati sip (Bowes-Sperry & Tata, i999; Mainiero, 1 86; Powell & Graves, 2003). The Fomantic label can be Particularly damaging when the alleged couple are not peers in the organization. Foy example, Powell (2001) found that when those Perceived to be in a romantic relationship are not Peers, and the subordinate is female, other employees tend to believe that the‘ relationship is utilitarian (where Sex is traded for career advancement), Once a relationship is deemed utilitarian, outsiders may question the basis for work-related rewards from the higher-leye] participant, To date, there is no research on how this fear of third-party misper- ception of cross-sex friendship impacts friend- ships at work, 
Similarly, the increased awareness of sexual harassment within organizations may impact Cross-sex friendship development. A recent survey by the Society for Human Resources Management (SHRM) found that 97 Percent of organizations had sexual harassment policies, and 62 percent had formal training in dealing with sexual harass- ment (SHRM, 1999), However, little research has addressed how Increased awareness of sexual harassment has Impacted interactions between “¥OSs-sex co-workers, One Survey of university Professors found that 68 percent were concerned about being unjustly accused of sexual harass- ment, and 45 percent had modified their behavior toward students due to that concern (Nicks, 1996). In addition, Gutek (1997) suggests that ‘the adver- sarial nature of the formal complaint procedures has had the effect of polarizing men and women in the workplace’ (p. 196). 

Finally, an examination of the literature on social networks and mentor relationships provides material relevant to cross-sex friendships at work, The preference of men to associate with other men has been well-established in the literature on social networks (see McPherson etal., 2001 fora review). 
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Among managers, men tend to have more gender 
homophilous networks than do women (Ibarra, 
1992, 1995). The causes for same-gender prefer- 

ence in these work networks have included simi- 
larity (individuals choose to be close to those who 
are similar to themselves) and contact (people are 
most likely to come into contact with others like 
themselves). 

Research on cross-sex mentor relationships 

(typically male mentor and female protégé) indi- 
cates they can be more difficult to develop than 
same-sex mentor relationships. Cross-sex mentor 
pairs socialize less outside of work than same-sex 
mentor pairs, and report their relationships are 
harder to initiate due to fear that the prospec- 
tive mentor or other co-workers would miscon- 
strue their friendliness as sexual interest (Ragins 
& Cotton, 1999). These same concerns may 

apply to cross-sex friendship development in the 
workplace. 

The purpose of this exploratory study was to 
investigate friendships within the professional 
workplace and to examine what impact, if any, the 
workplace environment has on cross-sex friend- 
ship formation. Structured interviews were com- 

bined with a questionnaire in order to obtain a 
broad range of descriptions of friendship devel- 
opment within organizations. We focused exclu- 
sively on professionals in this study as one example 
of how the work environment impacts cross-sex 
friendships. It will be left to future research to 
explore how other categories of workers’ cross-sex 
friendships are affected by their organizations. 

Method 

Structured telephone interviews were conducted 
with 41 professionals from 30 different organiza- 
tions. A sample of 21 women and 20 men were 
recruited. E-mail messages describing the study 
were sent to personal contacts of the first author 
requesting their participation, and these contacts 
were encouraged to forward the e-mail to other 
potential participants. Although personal contacts 
of the author represented 39 percent of the sam- 

ple, these professionals were unaware of the study 
objectives or the author’s research prior to par- 
ticipation. All interviews were conducted by the 

primary investigator who is female, In addit 
questionnaires were sent to participants to g 
ment the interview. 

To be eligible for the study, participants had 
to be professionals in organizations with at least 
50 employees and had to be employed by their 

organization for at least six months. Participants 
were from various geographical regions of the Us 
with the majority from New York City (54 per. 

cent) and Los Angeles (19 percent). Professions 
which typically require at least a bachelor’s degree 

were considered ‘professional’ for purposes of 
this study. Occupations covered a wide range of 
professions including lawyers, computer pro- 
grammers, investment bankers, management 

consultants and managers. Ages ranged from 
23 to 59 years with a mean age of 31.7 years (SD = 
8.47). Eighteen percent of participants described 

themselves as senior level managers in their orga- 
nizations, 57 percent as mid-level, 20 percent 

as entry-level, and five percent as other. Fifteen 
percent of respondents were married, 15 percent 
were living with their romantic partner, and the 
remaining 70 percent were single. No questions 

were asked about the race, ethnicity or sexual ori- 
entation of respondents. 

Since this study explored the impact of sexual 
harassment policies on cross-sex friendships, it is 
important to note that these professionals were all 
employed by organizations that had sexual harass- 
ment policies. The majority (56 percent) were 
employed by organizations which offered formal 
sexual harassment training or video programs 
that employees had to attend. Others received 
pamphlets, memos, or guidelines which had to 
be read and signed annually. These professionals 
heard about sexual harassment frequently, with 
43 percent formally hearing from their organiza- 
tions about sexual harassment at least once a year 
(and as frequently as once a month). Only one 
participant had never heard about sexual harass- 

ment from his organization, and he had only been 
employed with his organization for six months. 

Participants were told that the interviews would 
focus on friendships at work. For purposes of this 
study, participants were asked to use the following 
definition of a friend: 
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A friend is defined ag someone you make an effort to talk to outside of what is required to complete your duties at work, That would not include peo- ple with whom you only exchange greetings, but would include those with whom you have short conversations that are not tequired by your job, 

Respondents were first asked general questions about their friendships at work. Each participant was asked to discuss the benefits of friendships at work, the initiation of friendships at work com- pared to outside of work, and their three closest friends from work, The professionals were then asked specifically about their cross-sex friend- ships, and how these friendships were similar to or different from their same-sex friendships at work. Finally, participants were asked if they ever thought about sexual harassment issues when interacting with the opposite sex, 
When the interview was concluded, participants completed a questionnaire about their organization, In the questionnaire, they rated their perception of the magnitude of certain obstacles to initiating cross-sex friendships at work, 

research on cross-sex 
ered fear of sexual interpretation of the friendly over- tures, third-party concerns and gendered differences in friendship. Some items Were specific to the work- place (e.g, ‘Fear friendliness will be misinterpreted as Sexual harassment’), while others would apply both inside and outside of the workplace (e.g, Jealousy from a romantic partner’), Participants rated how large an obstacle each item was for them in starting Sross-sex friendships with Peers and also how large an obstacle it was in Starting cross-sex friendships with their superiors and subordinates, Participants rated these potential obstacles on a scale from 1 (vep- "senting no obstacle at all) to.9 (an insurmountable obstacle). Most participants completed the interview and questionnaire within 40 minutes, Interviews were transcribed, and a qualitative analysis using multiple readings of transcripts was Used to identify the Major concepts that emerged rom the interview. A Process of open coding was ©N applied (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Codes were Benerated from a microanalysis involving a line ¥ line reading of the transcripts, The codes were 

The Glass Partition 545 noted next to each Tesponse on the transcripts The code labels were reviewed and more abstract categories, applying to several specific responses Were determined, To identify possible differences between men and Women, transcripts foy each group were read separately to determine categories that were more dominant in each 8toup, In addi. tion, we completed exploratory data analysis to uncover patterns in the quantitative data, 

Results 

The primary goal of analyzing interview and questionnaire data was to investigate obstacles to the formation of cross-sex friendships at work. Before turning tg this topic, however, we briefly consider respondents’ views on initiating friend- ships, benefits of workplace friendships, their perceptions of the ease of making friends at works, and the gender patterning of respondents! work- place friendships. 

Friendships at Work 
Participants were asked about their three closest friendships at work and how these friendships were initiated. The most common theme that emerged was having a similar interest or goal. The similari- es mentioned were both work-related (worked on the same projects together) and non-work related (interests in Current events, sports, fam- ily, members of the opposite sex and jokes), Other themes that emerged for why the friendships began include physical Proximity (e.g, having desks or offices in close Proximity to one another), a previ- ous relationship with the Person (e.g, went to col- lege together) and a formal work relationship (e.g, boss/subordinate, mentor/mentee, or interviewer/ interviewee), 
Consistent with previous research, all respon- dents were able to identify benefits they received from their friends at work when asked specifi- cally about these benefits during the interview, Although the specific benefits cited were varied, respondents commonly emphasized that friends Provided many forms of assistance and that infor- mal social interactions with friends make the work setting more enjoyable.   
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Friends were also seen as providing valuable 
information and assistance. One man, an urban 
planner, reported that his friends at work help him 
‘gather information, not just about how the com- 
pany works, but who is doing what to whom and 
when, and what the real story was? Friends were 
thought to aid with networking and information 
flow that is critical to career success. A female 
computer programmer provided a typical descrip- 
tion of the benefits of friends at work: 

It gives you a network, it does help in learning 
what's going on in other areas of the organization , , . 
It could be things that help you do your job bet- 
ter when you hear about things that you might not 
have heard about from your manager or people 
you work with directly, 

Professionals often felt more comfortable turn- 
ing to friends rather than other co-workers or super- 
visors for advice, information, and assistance. 

Friends were described as helpful, even essen- 
tial, to one’s career. Friends were characterized 
as allies who ‘look out for you’ A male manager 
commented, ‘Friends are necessary for survival . . . 
because your enemies are going to kill you, it’s a 
jungle out there? 

‘In addition to providing information and 
assistance, friends also made the workplace more 
enjoyable on a day-to-day basis. Conversations 
with friends were seen as offering a break in the 
monotony of the work day, As a male investment 
banker explained: 

It allows you to work longer, because you don't 
have to be focused on doing the same job all day 
long. You can have breaks which consist of conver- 
sations about other topics which allows you to get 
some mental relief or rest time from work issues 
so that you can then go back to them, 

Friends also provided someone to listen to com- 
plaints. A female information technology consul- 
tant noted that: 

Being able to share some of your grievances or 
what you like about your job with somebody who 
is able to understand . . . especially in our line of 
work, it’s really complicated what we do, so when 
you try to talk about work with somebody else, 

  

you have to explain, but when you're with People 
at work they understand, 

In sum, friends were seen as a vital ingredient in 4 
professional's work life. 

The professionals we interviewed Perceived 
the workplace as providing many opportunities 
for making new friends, In interviews, when 
asked to compare the initiation of friendships at 
work with those outside of work, most respon- 
dents (80 percent) reported that it was easier for 
them to initiate friendships at work. The work- 
place provided mutual interests and occasions 
for informal conversations that could lead to 
friendship. As one woman technology consultant 
explained, ‘you spend approximately eight hours 
a day, five days a week with a certain group of 
people at work so there's a rather high probability 
of making friends at work’ 

The workplace presumably offers opportuni- 
ties for both same-sex and cross-sex friendships 
to develop, In some ways, the shared goals and 
interests of co-workers might help to overcome 
the obstacles to cross-sex friendships found out- 
side of work, where gender differences in interests 
and leisure activities may limit opportunities for 
cross-sex friendships, In the current research, the 
majority of professionals came from predomi- 
nantly male organizations. Consequently, it might 
be expected that both men and women would be 
more likely to report having men as friends, This 
was not the case, When asked to list their three 
closest friends at work, 69 percent of the friends 
chosen were same-sex and only 31 percent were 
cross-sex, 

An overview of barriers to cross-sex friend- 
ship is provided by participants’ numerical ratings 
of nine potential obstacles presented to them in 
the questionnaire (see Table 1), Participants were 
asked to rate each potential obstacle to cross-sex 
friendships on a scale of 1 (no obstacle at all) to 
9 (an insurmountable obstacle). The variance in 
responses indicate that these barriers do impact 
cross-sex friendships for some employees, In order 
to determine when the barriers to cross-sex friend- 
ship are greatest, differences in mean ratings were 
examined with respect to marital status, age and 
organizational size (all three of which emerged as 
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themes from the qualitative portion of the analy- 
Sis). Ratings of obstacles for CTOSS-sex friend. 
ships between Peers were also compared to those 
between Superiors and subordinates, No signifi- 
cant differences were found between the ratlngs of 
male and female Participants, Mean comparisons revealed that Participants who were Married (M = 2.4) SD = 1,6) rated sexual of a barrier to cross- sex friendship between Peers than Single partic}. y = 2.033) P = .04, No 

other significant differences were the ratings of Married and single Participants, With respect to age, Participants under 30 years old (M = 3:3) SD = 1.7) were less likely to rate je 

Pperiors(M= 4.8, SD = 1,98), (39) = 2.5, p =o. No other mean 

  

in larger organizations (between 5° and 100 peo- romantic partner (M = D = 1,9), Sexual tension in friendship (M = 
30; SD = 1,7) and comfort with same-sex friends 
(M=3.3,SD = 1.9) as a greater obstacle to Cross-sex 

= 211 p= *2.3)P =.03; and (M= 
= .03 respectively, In 

addition, those in large organizations (Af = 4.4, 
4 romantic partner 

a$ more of ah obstacle to cross-sex fiendships 
tes than those in smaller organizations (Mf = 2.8, SD = 2,9), (39) = 21, P = .04, 

Table 1, Ratings of Potential Obstacles to Cross-Sex Friendships at Work 
. 

Friendships with Peers Friendships with Subordinates 
Mean (S.D.) 

and Superiors Mean (S.D,) 

Potential Barrler Men Women aij Men Women aij 
Fear of sexual interpretation of, ‘Srlendship Fear frienditness will be 37 (20) 29 (1.6) 33 (1.8) 
misinterpreted as Séxual harassment 

Sexual tension in friendship 26 (1.6) Fear friendliness will be 4.1 (1.7) misinterpreted a Sexual or romantic interesr 
Fear of sexual harassment charges 
Pear of third Party concerns 
Other coworkers 

misinterpret friendship 
Jealousy from romantic 
Partner 
Gendered Preferences in frlendship Different interaction Styles 3.4 (1.6) of men and women 

Different interests 
More comfortable with 

2.7 (1.7) 
3.4 (1.6) 

33(1.8) 4.2(2.3) 

39(1.8) 3.5 (19) 

37(1,9)  4.4(1,9) 

3.2 (1.7) 

2.9(1.58) 3.2 (2.0) 

2.6 (1.6) 
3.7 (1.7) 

3.8 (2,1) 

3.7 (1.8) 

4.1 (1,9) 

3.3 (1.7) 

3.0 (1.7) 
25(1.2) 32 (2.1) 249 (1.8) 28(15) 3.8 (22) 3.4 (1.9) 

Same-sex friends 

@ are No significant differences between ratings between Peers and ratings between subordinates and 

Uperiors at p < 05. There are ng signifleane differences between Faungs by men and by women at P<.05, 

45(21) 37 (2,1) 4,1 (2.1) 

2.6 (1.6) 
4.6 (2.3) 

3.1 (1,9) 
3,9 (2,1) 

2.9 (1,7) 
4.2 (2.2) 

4312.0) 46(2.4) 4.4 (2.2) 

48(1.9) 42022) 45 (2.1) 

38 (21) 4.1(23) 49 (2,2) 

32(1.6) 3.8(1,9) 35 (1.8) 

29(14) 380211)
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Finally, the obstacles may have a greater impact 
on cross-sex friendships between subordinates 
and superiors than those between peers. With the 
exception of jealousy of spouses, mean ratings for 
all other obstacles to cross-sex friendships between 

superiors and subordinates exceeded mean ratings 
for friendships between peers. On each individual 
item, mean comparisons indicated that the dif- 
ferences between ratings for peers and superiors/ 

subordinates were not significant at the .o5 level, 
However, using the binomial expansion, the prob- 

ability that eight of the nine mean ratings for sub- 
ordinates and superiors randomly would be greater 
than the respective mean ratings for peers if there 
was no true mean difference is .017, 

In the following sections, we used interview data 
to consider in greater depth professionals’ concerns 

that other co-workers will misperceive the nature 
of a cross-sex friendship, concerns that a potential 
cross-sex friend will misinterpret a friendly over- 
ture, and fears related to possible accusations of 

sexual harassment. We also examined the differen- 
tial impact of these obstacles in relationships with 
friends versus acquaintances. 

Concern that Other Co-Workers Will 

Misperceive Cross-Sex Friendships 

In interviews, professionals expressed concern that 
their co-workers would misperceive a cross-sex 
friendship as romantic. Although this third party 
issue also affects cross-sex friendships outside the 

office, the workplace exacerbates such concerns. In 

the workplace, sexual and romantic relationships 
between co-workers are often deemed inappropri- 
ate. Further, in the work environment, privacy is 
limited, and individuals can often easily observe 

the behavior of their co-workers. 
A female recruiter described her apprehensions 

about being observed with a male co-worker friend 
and suggested that the size of an organization may 
impact this concern: 

When I go out with my one male friend I always 
wonder what people are thinking,... You can 

really shoot yourself in the foot if you're forging 
personal relationships that go beyond friendships 
with members of the opposite sex. Sometimes I 

do feel it’s a little bit different here, because it’s 

smaller audience. And what you're doing hete js 

more closely scrutinized than it would be with g 

larger organization. 

Marital status may be another factor in third 
party judgment of relationships. Married women 
and men believed that their cross-sex friendships 

were not questioned, because their co-workers 
knew they were married. A single, female attorney 
described how this third party scrutiny was par- 
ticularly aimed at single employees: 

If you're not married or you're not dating some- 
one seriously, people in the office will always think 

there is something going on between opposite-sex 
friends, So you have to get over, get used to that, 

just work through it. 

Similarly, a male management consultant conveyed 
how his friendship was misinterpreted; 

My good friend, the one that I walk around with at 

lunch and stuff, she got engaged a couple of years 
ago, and this guy saw us walking around together, 
saw that she was engaged, and assumed that I was 
who she was engaged to. So, I think people have 
probably wondered whether there was any kind of 
romantic relationship going on because we hung 
out so much, Although that was the only time any- 
one ever said something about it, it was obvious 

that was what they thought. 

In total, 30 percent of participants reported in 
interviews that they had a co-worker question 
them about a cross-sex friendship, This suspicion 
from co-workers creates self-consciousness for 
those involved in cross-sex friendships. 

Concern That a Potential Cross-Sex Friend 

Will Misinterpret Friendliness 

The professionals in this study also worried that 
a potential cross-sex friend might misinterpret 
their friendly gestures as sexual or romantic inter- 
est. The first concern focused on features of the 
work culture that discourage any type of sexual 
attraction in the workplace. Men were more likely 
than women to mention these concerns, and they 

expressed how their concern was greater in the   
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workplace where misinterpretation can result in sexual harassment allegations, The following male engineering consultant described how the height- ened awareness of sexual harassment issues in the workplace may make his cross-sex friendships take longer to develop: 

There is certainly an atmosphere of awareness in this day and age about what type of behavior is acceptable between opposite-sex relationships so those friendships that Weren't initiated by activi- ties relating directly to work would probably take longer to nurture than they would if you had some direct interaction on a daily basis, because there is that element that you feel like you're seeking that Person out in a non-work sort of way, 
A second concern expressed by both men and women was more interpersonal, Professionals mentioned the awkwardness of dealing with a mis- understanding and the discomfort of repeatedly seeing someone at work who had previously made such an interpretation, These concerns made some professionals wary of cross-sex friendships and led others to end these relationships. As one female management consultant explained, ‘I always feel that it [being friends} ends up being something where maybe someone gets the wrong idea, and then you can't be friends anymore; Similarly, a female technology consultant described how she ended a cross-sex friendship when there was a misinterpretation: 

T just stopped being friends with him, Usually I just would either try and bring up the fact that T have a boyfriend in casual conversation so the other person gets the message that I'm not inter- ested, or really try and be less friendly than I might formally be, so that the Person doesn’t interpret that. Or just stop being friends with them at all, 
In Summary, 25 percent of professionals linked their fears of misinterpretation to aspects of the Workplace, They sought to refrain from anything t could be misconstrued because of an ‘atmo- ‘phere of awareness’ of sexual harassment issues _ "work or because ‘it’s ingrained in you that you don't? Professionals also describe the awkwardness a surrounds misinterpretations and how this 

The Glass Partition 549 awkwardness often results in the termination of friendships. 
Not all of the professionals interviewe afraid of appearing romantically interested in their co-workers, Four professionals described instances of flirtation with co-workers, and this ability to fj rt made initiating crogs-sex friendships easier (op them. One female attorney suggested that the work environment was a Particularly safe place to flirt with her male colleagues; 

d were 

I think they're different though, the same-sex [friendships], especially in the legal field, we have all these lawyers" lunches and it tends to be like were women in this together. Where with the guys it would be, more like it would be outside of work, flirting a little bit, and joking around, .,, ] think that to me, as a single person, and all these single guys heig, it helps start it [cross-sex friend- ship] definitely cause you know you can flirt with them, but there’s always, oh we work together so it wouldn't work out anyway, 
In summary, the professionals Wwe interviewed had differing views about flirting and sexual attrac- tion in the workplace, Most of the participants who discussed this issue seemed to accept the idea that sexual attraction should be minimized at work and sought to avoid being falsely perceived as romantically linked to a co-worker, A smaller set of participants, both men and women, suggested that flirtation and even mutual romantic attrac- tions in this environment might promote cross-sex friendships, 

Heightened Awareness about Sexual 
Harassment 

A third common obstacle to cross-sex friendship centered on issues directly related to sexual harass- ment. Men, in particular, mentioned how they had to think about what they said before speaking to women because they feared their comments could be misinterpreted, In interviews, 75 percent of male participants mentioned that they think about sexual harassment issues when interacting with women at work, They discussed how they must watch what they say with women and cannot share the same stories and jokes with women that they 
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can with men. Humor and joking were mentioned 
most frequently by men as something that could 
not be shared with women at work. Those same 
comments among same-sex friends go unedited 
and unnoticed. One male management consultant 
explained how fears of offending a woman can 
inhibit friendship; 

If I make an off-color joke or something like that, 
I'm more likely to do that with a male than a 
female. Not that I go around telling dirty jokes all 
the time, but if I get a funny e-mail] or something 
like that, that I find humorous, I would certainly 
segregate by gender who I'd send that to, if I were 
to pass it on, So is it harder to develop a real friend- 
ship. I have to have comfort that, even though I 
am not necessarily operating strictly within the 
professional decorum boundaries, that’s not going 
to reflect back on me professionally through that 
persons eyes. And it’s easier to get a feel for that 
with a same-sex person, 

By contrast, women were not afraid of shar- 
ing jokes and humor with men. Instead, women 
reported sensing men’s discomfort and noticing 
their exclusion by men. In interviews, only five 
percent of women felt as though they had to watch 
what they say around men at work, but 66 percent 
of the women mentioned that men at work seemed 
inhibited in their conversations with women. A 
woman consultant summarized how she feels the 
need to put men at ease: 

e 

I think a lot of times [crogs-sex friendships] are 
harder to make because I feel like sometimes, 
[men] don’t feel like they can relax when women 
are around as much. They feel like they have to be 
careful what they say, and they have to be careful 
what jokes they tell in front of the women in the 
office, Whereas when they're just all men they can 
joke around and talk about things they wouldn't 
want to talk about when women were around so 
it’s harder to break that barrier, but once that bar- 
rier has been broken, then I guess it’s easier for me 
to be closer with them, ... I try to make the men 
feel like I understand them, that I’m not offended 
by all their stupid jokes and things like that, I 
guess after they understand that I'm not like every 
woman that's going to sue them for sexual harass- 
ment or something, then it’s fine. 

  

Similarly, a woman attorney noted the discomfort 
of male partners in her firm: 

My own experience when I worked with certain 
male partners, I think when they worked with 
male associates they would be more free to, as 
some attorneys do, probably a lot senior manage. 
ment do, to swear or act in a certain way. You felt 
as though they didn't feel comfortable doing that 
in front of you which was fine, but then you felt 
that also they just didn't feel comfortable, they felt 
uncomfortable with you entirely. You could tell 
they were trying to think about how they should 
act which made it a kind of uncomfortable rela- 
tionship. You wanted to say, hey, act how you 
want, I don't really care, I'm very easy going, just 
do whatever. You could just sense that they felt 
they had to act differently and that it made them 
just prefer to not be alone with you in an office 
and not have to, you know, they would rather work 
with a male associate, 

A recurrent theme in the interviews was that the 
same behavior might be interpreted differently by 
a same-sex versus other-sex co-worker. Consider a 
situation in which an employee compliments a co- 
worker on her new dress. If the compliment comes 
from a woman, it might initiate the development of 
a friendship. A woman hospital manager described 
how she began her relationship with one of her 
closest same-sex friends at work: ‘In the building, 
she’s the closest one to my age, it just automatically 
started by commenting on each other’s outfits or 
accessories or something’ 

In contrast, when a male manager offered a 
similar compliment to a woman at work, he was 
questioned by the human resources department 
for alleged sexual harassment: 

‘Then the next question [from the human resources 
department] was ‘Have you ever complimented 
this person on her clothes?’ And then all the sud- 
den I said, ‘Oh, where are you going with this? 
First of all, this is a person who did wear very nice 
clothes, but otherwise, believe me I had no interest 
in her whatsoever, but if I said that’s a nice suit or 
something, nothing was meant by that? Quite spe- 
cifically, I know that sometimes that comment can 
be a euphemism for nice tight sweater, but this is 
not a case of a woman who had a shapely figure or   
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wore revealing clothes, she Wore tailored stuff and there was no turn-on there, so anything that was interpreted, it had to be entirely on her part, 
AS a result of the questioning and accusations, this man was more feserved and hesitant in talking to women about certain topics. In short, concerns linked to sexual harassment can contribute to a preference for Same-sex friends at work. 

Obstacles Affect Interactions with Acquaintances More Than Close Friends In discussing how Concern about sexual harass- ment impacts their “toss-sex friendships, a noticeable distinction was made between close friendships and Jess established friendships, In interviews, when asked Specifically what they talk about with their three closest friends at Work, no participants reported Concern over sexual harass- 

cross-sex friend, However, it was in response to interview questions about all of their cross-sex friends at work (e.g. at work, is there anything that makes opposite-sex friendships either easier or More difficult to start than same-sex friendships?) that the conversational concerns began to emerge, The discrepancy may be explained by the closeness of the friend. The conversational concerns may not apply to close Cross-sex friends, but only to those they knew less well, As one man, a technology con- sultant, described: 

My closer friends that ave opposite Sex, now that U've gotten to know them, I don't really temper my discussions, but with people that aren't one of my Couple best friends at Work, I pretty much don’t ven talk to them about anything other than work orl try to temper what I say, 

"; Once that barrier has been broken, then [ guess S easier for me to be closer with them [male co- Workers], . |] 8uess after they understand that ’'m    

The Glass Partition 551 
not like every woman that’s going to sue them for sexual harassment or something then it’s fine, 

Discussion 
The professionals in this study reported receiving substantial benefits from their friends at work, In addition to making the Workday more enjoyable, friends provided valuable advice, information, and assistance, Although it was easier for the profes. sionals to meet people and make friends at work than outside work, the participants reported the Majority of their closest friends at work were of the same sex, Even women working in predominantly male organizations tended to form more friend- ships with women than with men, Although many factors undoubtedly contribute to this pattern ofsame-sex friendships at work, sev- 

Professionals in this study, and gender differences in interests may lead to a Preference for same. sex friends (Martin, 1997; Swain, 1992), However, within the Workplace, co-workers share a common interest in the work they perform, which facilitates friendship development, The majority of the par- ticipants’ closest friendships in the Present study Were launched as a result of Cooperating on a work Project. Although Sendered interests may still pose some obstacle to friendships within the workplace, they most likely create a more substantial barrier to friendships outside of work, 
Instead, barriers to cross-sex friendship at work 

outside of the workplace, it may present a greater barrier inside the organization, where co-work- &ts speculate about the motives of the perceived romantic partners (Bowes-Sperry & Tata, 1999; Mainiero, 1986; Powell & Graves, 2003). In addi- tion, men reported concern that women at worl 
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their jokes or topics of conversation, Women were 
concerned that men felt uncomfortable in their 
presence and therefore might avoid them. These 
concerns appeared to be more common in interac- 
tions with acquaintances and casual friends than 
among close friends and between senior and sub- 
ordinate pairs than between peers, 

On a positive note, the findings of this study 
suggest that sexual harassment policies are work- 
ing. Men reported they joke less in front of women 
and are less likely to perform behaviors that may 
be interpreted as harassment. Women concur 
that men joke less around them, and that men are 
less likely to be alone in an office with a woman, 
Certainly these behaviors create a workplace with 
a less hostile environment for women. However, an 
additional, unintended consequence of increased 
sexual harassment awareness is that it may make 
cross-sex friendships harder to develop. Consistent 
with research that indicates that women perceive 
more behaviors as harassing, the male partici- 
pants restricted their behavior around women, 
but not around men, increasing contact among 
men (Berryman-Fink & Riley, 1997; Solomon & 
Williams, 1997). Furthermore, the same interac- 
tions that were deemed inappropriate for cross-sex 
communication were utilized to develop same-sex 
friendships. For example, male employees described 
initiating friendships by joking with other men, 
but not women. A male participant who compli- 
mented a woman on her clothes is charged with 
harassment, while a female participant reported 
offering clothing compliments to other women to 
start friendships, If co-workers believe that same- 
sex friends will not label their behavior as harass- 
ing, they may have a larger range of behaviors to 
utilize in initiating same-sex friendships, 

The Glass Partition 

Along with obstacles associated with cross-sex 
friendships outside of the organization, organi- 
zational practices that heighten workers’ fears 
about sexual harassment and proper conduct on 
the job may create barriers that inhibit male and 
female employees from crossing the gender line 
to form cross-sex friendships, We label these bar- 
riers to cross-sex friendship in the workplace the 

‘glass partition’? Much like the glass ceiling Which prevents women from reaching the top levels of 
corporations, the glass partition may differentia) disadvantage women who work in predominant) 
male organizations. As participants in this stud 
clearly indicated, friends can be invaluable to suc. 
cess on the job, 

Factors that limit a worker's range of friends 
based on gender place greater restrictions on 
women than on men. For example, women in 
male-dominated professions need to befriend men 
in order to obtain the information and networking 
necessary for career success. Men in these profes- 
sions, however, have sufficient numbers of same- 
sex co-workers and senior managers to befriend, 

Obstacles to cross-sex friendships may also 
limit women’s ability to establish friendships with 
senior employees which could evolve into men- 
tor relationships. The present research suggests 
that the barriers to cross-sex friendship may be 
greater for friendships between superiors and sub- 
ordinates, Since men often hold the most powerful 
positions in corporations (e.g. in 2002, 84 percent 
of the corporate officers in Fortune 500 companies 
were men [Catalyst, 2002]), women who are not 
able to forge friendships with men in their work- 
place may be left with less powerful mentors or no 
mentors at all. This may be particularly true for 
women who are senior within their organization 
and must seek out meritors at the top levels of the 
organization, 

Although some have suggested same-sex men- 
tor relationships may be more effective than cross- 
sex relationships, the research is inconclusive as to 
whether same-sex mentor relationships or cross- 
sex mentor relationships are more beneficial to the 
protégé (see Powell, 1999, for review). However, 
because of their power in the organizations, male 
mentors may have the ability to provide more valu- 
able support to both their male and female proté- 
gés. For example, Dreher and Cox (1996) found 
that both male and female MBA graduates with 
male mentors were able to attain greater com- 
pensation than those with female mentors, Once 
again, women who have more difficulty establish- 
ing friendships or mentor relationships with men 
in the organization have a career disadvantage.   
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By contrast, the glass partition may have less impact for men in female-dominated environ- 

relationships, These relationships with senior men create what Williams labeled a Blass escalator’ for men in these flelds, allowing them to advance their careers more quickly than their female co-workers, However, this Preference for Same-sex friends may Prevent the women in female-dominated profes- which are still Predominantly managed by men, from establishing valuable friendships with management and senior Personnel, Possible Moderators of the impact of the glass Partition on cross-sex friendship include the closeness of the friendship, the relative status of those in the organization, the marital Status of the friends and the size of the organization, First, 

are significant advantages ty acquaintance-type telationships, Granovettey (1973, 1974) found that people with whom an individual shares a close bond are likely to be in the same network a8 the individual and therefore Provide redun- dant contacts and information, Acquaintances, or What Granovetter labels weak ties, can be more 
advantageous than closer ties because they bring 
individuals into new networks and provide less 

1997; Lin & Dumin, 1986), In 
dition, closer friendships evolye from acquain- the organizations, so barriers to the ent of weak ties may ultimately hinder 2 ¢velopment of close friendships,    

fet ‘nde 1 

The Glass Partition 553 Second, the Slass partition may have impact on cross-sex friendships Ors and subordinates than those 

® Breatey between 
between 

1999; Powell, 2001), Also, since sexual harassment 
often involves one Party with greater Power in the 

More freedom in establishing friendships, However, sexual attraction can aid in the development of cross-sex friendships (Rose, 1985), and some single Participants reported their ability to flirt barriers to ‘CLOSS-sex friendship, 
The effect of organizational size Partition remains equally Unresolved, A small 

Organization may foster more frequent contact facilitating frlendship development, but third- Party concerns may be greatey in a small Organiza- 
tion where everyone can observe their CO-Workers’ behaviors, Future research should further investi. gate the relationship between the Blass partition, 

on the glass 

With over a12 million women in the US Workforce (US Census Bureau, 2003), and men holding the Powerful positions in many Corporations 2002), phenomena Which create even small barriers to Cross-sex friendships could haye a 
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large impact on the career advancement of women 
(Prentice & Miller, 1992), Although a substantial 

number of cross-sex friendships develop in the 
workplace, future researchers of the glass partition 
are cautioned to examine not only these friend- 
ships that were able to overcome barriers, but also 

to consider potential friendships that were never 
initiated due to the glass partition. 

Limitations 

As a first study of cross-sex friendship at work, the 
goal of this research was exploratory, As a result 
the research was limited in several ways. Due to 
the difficulty in recruiting busy professionals for 
lengthy interviews, the sample was relatively small. 
However, the sample of professionals came from 
diverse organizations and different regions of the 
country. It is also important to note that this study 

examined cross-sex friendships in large profes- 

sional organizations, It is possible that employees 
in smaller organizations or in non-professional 
work environments may have different experi- 
ences. In addition, different organizational cul- 
tures may differentially impact the barriers to 
cross-sex friendship. A systematic investigation 
of organizational culture and cross-sex friendship 
would be useful. 

No information was requested about the sexual 
orientation of the participants or of their cross- 
sex friends. It is possible that homosexuals and 
heterosexuals face different’barriers to same-sex 
and cross-sex friendships at work. One woman in 
this study mentioned that a gay male work friend 
was ‘no threat whatsoever’ and that her friendship 

with him was similar to her same-sex friendships. 
However, lesbians and gay men may encounter 
more barriers to same-sex friendship than cross- 
sex friendship in the workplace. Future research 
examining sexual orientation and workplace 
friendship would be useful. 

Although the gender make-up of the partici- 
pants’ organizations was assessed, no information 

was collected on the gender makeup of the par- 
ticipant’s work role. Although men and women 
often work in the same organization, work roles 
or jobs are often segregated by sex (see Padavic 
& Reskin, 2002, for review). Having similar work 

roles may also lead workers to prefer same-sex 
friends. It will be left to future research to examine 
the impact of gender segregated work roles on the 
glass partition. 

Future Directions for the Organization 

Although some barriers to cross-sex friendships 
will exist regardless of organizational policies, 
there may be directions the organization can take 
to diminish the impact of the glass partition, For 
example, sexual harassment policies that were ini- 
tiated to make the workplace a more hospitable 
environment for women may, inadvertently, have 

increased barriers to cross-sex friendship at work, 
Sexual harassment has been a serious problem 
faced by women at work, and efforts to prevent 
harassment and to make the work-place more wel- 
coming to women are commendable, Fortunately, 
results of this study suggest that an awareness of 
harassment has successfully influenced men to 
reduce their in appropriate joking and conversa- 
tion in front of women in the workplace, However, 
male employees may continue to utilize this 
inappropriate behavior to bond with other men 
in the workplace, leaving the female employees 
feeling ostracized, It is therefore time for those 
who train employees about sexual harassment 
to see beyond the legal liability and consider the 
behavioral consequences of these programs. For 
example, employees should understand that jokes 
and offensive language and behavior that are not 
appropriate for cross-sex interactions are also not 

appropriate for same-sex interactions in the work- 
place. In addition, if sexual harassment regulations 
were less ambiguous, employees might not need 
to fear misinterpretation of their well-intentioned 
actions, 

Future investigations could also explore other 
organizational changes that could help break down 
the glass partition. Powell (2001) has suggested 
that the implementation of organizational training 
on handling workplace romances may reduce the 
negative reactions from co-workers. This may have 
the additional benefit of reducing the anxiety that 
surrounds cross-sex friendships that may appear 
romantic. Finally, if organizations encouraged 
social interaction and facilitated friendship among   
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